Plasticity diseases.
The aim of this paper is to review the effects of activation of neural plasticity and present hypotheses using a systems approach about how activation of neural plasticity can cause symptoms and signs of disease (plasticity diseases). Literature review. It is hypothesized that a program that is initiated by internal or external events controls plastic changes in specific structures of the CNS. Not all structures that have abnormal activity are pathologic but some behave pathological because they receive abnormal input from pathologic structures. The changes in function may remain after the events that elicited the expression of neural plasticity no longer exist. Activation of neural plasticity can have beneficial effects and it can cause symptoms and signs of disease. Activation of neural plasticity can help to adapt to changing demands and it is necessary for normal childhood development of the central nervous system. Plastic changes can cause signs and symptoms of disease by abnormal neural activity in pathologic structures and in structures that receive input from pathologic structures. It is hypothesized that a program controls the plastic changes and that failure in activation of neural plasticity can cause developmental disorders such as autism.